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to configure the switch to initiate a dynamic lacp trunk with another device use the interface command in the cli to set the default lacp option to active on the ports
you want to use for the trunk for example the following command sets ports c1 to c4 to lacp active hp switch config int c1 c4 lacp active port trunking allows you to
assign up to eight physical links to one logical link trunk that functions as a single higher speed link providing dramatically increased bandwidth this capability applies
to connections between backbone devices as well as to connections in other network areas where traffic bottlenecks exist ports connecting the switch to another
switch or other device can be combined trunked to function as a single higher speed link that dramatically increases bandwidth and fault tolerance a maximum of four
ports can be combined in a single port trunk overview this chapter describes creating and modifying port trunk groups this includes non protocol trunks and lacp 802
3ad trunks port status and configuration port trunking allows you to assign physical links to one logical link trunk that functions as a single higher speed link providing
dramatically increased bandwidth the trunk group feature allows you to manually configure multiple high speed load sharing links between two hp routing switches or
between an hp routing switch and a server you can configure up to 8 ports as a trunk group supporting transfer rates of up to 8 gbps of bi directional traffic port
trunking allows you to assign physical links to one logical link trunk that functions as a single higher speed link that dramatically increases bandwidth and fault
tolerance this capability applies to connections between backbone devices as well as to connections in other network areas where traffic bottlenecks exist ports
connecting the switch to another switch or other device can be combined trunked to function as a single higher speed link that dramatically increases bandwidth and
fault tolerance spanning tree stp or rstp sees a port trunk as a single link port trunking allows you to assign up to eight physical links to one logical link trunk that
functions as a single higher speed link providing dramatically increased bandwidth this capability applies to connections between back bone devices as well as to
connections in other network areas where traffic bottlenecks exist fix a trunk port can carry multiple vlans to receive and send traffic for them except traffic from the
port vlan id pvid traffic sent through a trunk port will be vlan tagged usually ports connecting network devices are configured as trunk port configuration procedure
select deive port management from the navigation tree and click the setup tab to enter the page shown in the figure select trunk in the link type drop down list select
the pvid option and type 100 in the text box select gigabitethernet 1 0 1 on the chassis front device panel click apply trunk jpg learn how to do an hp switch trunk
configuration using the web interface by following this simple step by step tutorial you will be able to configure a switch trunk using an hp switch trunking of a port on
hp 2530 thru cli you can visit networkpointview com for more guide in configuring router and switch this video features the vlan trunk configuration of a hp switch
v1910 48g je009a tutorial techexpert tips hp switch hp switch trunk configuratio learn how to do an hp switch trunk configuration using the command line by
following this simple step by step tutorial you will be able to create a new vlan and configure a switch port as a trunk setting up port trunking on hp 1920 48g switch
networking spiceworks community networking general networking discussion shanephillips2 mehball may 25 2016 9 11am 1 hi all i have 2 hp 1920 48g jg297a
switches i would like to have the first 1 6 ports trunked between them not set this up before to me trunk is a cisco term used to describe ports carrying multiple vlans
between switches when used in connection with hp it means the link will be bundled together with other links to provide greater bandwidth does the port type need to
be trunk port trunking overview port trunking allows you to assign up to eight physical links to one logical link trunk that functions as a single higher speed link
providing dramatically increased bandwidth this capability applies to connections between backbone devices as well as to connections in other network areas where
traffic bottlenecks exist



trunk configuration methods hewlett packard enterprise Apr 27 2024 to configure the switch to initiate a dynamic lacp trunk with another device use the interface
command in the cli to set the default lacp option to active on the ports you want to use for the trunk for example the following command sets ports c1 to c4 to lacp
active hp switch config int c1 c4 lacp active
port trunking hewlett packard enterprise Mar 26 2024 port trunking allows you to assign up to eight physical links to one logical link trunk that functions as a single
higher speed link providing dramatically increased bandwidth this capability applies to connections between backbone devices as well as to connections in other
network areas where traffic bottlenecks exist
port trunking hewlett packard enterprise Feb 25 2024 ports connecting the switch to another switch or other device can be combined trunked to function as a
single higher speed link that dramatically increases bandwidth and fault tolerance a maximum of four ports can be combined in a single port trunk
port trunking hp Jan 24 2024 overview this chapter describes creating and modifying port trunk groups this includes non protocol trunks and lacp 802 3ad trunks
port status and configuration port trunking allows you to assign physical links to one logical link trunk that functions as a single higher speed link providing
dramatically increased bandwidth
configuring trunk groups and dynamic link aggregation hp Dec 23 2023 the trunk group feature allows you to manually configure multiple high speed load sharing
links between two hp routing switches or between an hp routing switch and a server you can configure up to 8 ports as a trunk group supporting transfer rates of up
to 8 gbps of bi directional traffic
port trunking hewlett packard enterprise Nov 22 2023 port trunking allows you to assign physical links to one logical link trunk that functions as a single higher speed
link that dramatically increases bandwidth and fault tolerance this capability applies to connections between backbone devices as well as to connections in other
network areas where traffic bottlenecks exist
port trunking techlibrary hpe com Oct 21 2023 ports connecting the switch to another switch or other device can be combined trunked to function as a single higher
speed link that dramatically increases bandwidth and fault tolerance spanning tree stp or rstp sees a port trunk as a single link
port trunking hp Sep 20 2023 port trunking allows you to assign up to eight physical links to one logical link trunk that functions as a single higher speed link
providing dramatically increased bandwidth this capability applies to connections between back bone devices as well as to connections in other network areas where
traffic bottlenecks exist
document display hpe support center Aug 19 2023 fix a trunk port can carry multiple vlans to receive and send traffic for them except traffic from the port vlan id
pvid traffic sent through a trunk port will be vlan tagged usually ports connecting network devices are configured as trunk port configuration procedure
document display hpe support center Jul 18 2023 select deive port management from the navigation tree and click the setup tab to enter the page shown in the
figure select trunk in the link type drop down list select the pvid option and type 100 in the text box select gigabitethernet 1 0 1 on the chassis front device panel
click apply trunk jpg
tutorial hp switch trunk configuration step by step Jun 17 2023 learn how to do an hp switch trunk configuration using the web interface by following this simple step
by step tutorial you will be able to configure a switch trunk using an hp switch
trunking a port on hp 2530 youtube May 16 2023 trunking of a port on hp 2530 thru cli you can visit networkpointview com for more guide in configuring router and
switch
hp switch trunk configuration je009a youtube Apr 15 2023 this video features the vlan trunk configuration of a hp switch v1910 48g je009a tutorial techexpert tips hp
switch hp switch trunk configuratio
tutorial hp switch configure trunk using the command line Mar 14 2023 learn how to do an hp switch trunk configuration using the command line by following
this simple step by step tutorial you will be able to create a new vlan and configure a switch port as a trunk



setting up port trunking on hp 1920 48g switch networking Feb 13 2023 setting up port trunking on hp 1920 48g switch networking spiceworks community networking
general networking discussion shanephillips2 mehball may 25 2016 9 11am 1 hi all i have 2 hp 1920 48g jg297a switches i would like to have the first 1 6 ports
trunked between them not set this up before
trunking between hp switches networking spiceworks community Jan 12 2023 to me trunk is a cisco term used to describe ports carrying multiple vlans
between switches when used in connection with hp it means the link will be bundled together with other links to provide greater bandwidth does the port type need to
be trunk
port trunking overview aruba Dec 11 2022 port trunking overview port trunking allows you to assign up to eight physical links to one logical link trunk that
functions as a single higher speed link providing dramatically increased bandwidth this capability applies to connections between backbone devices as well as to
connections in other network areas where traffic bottlenecks exist
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